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What we believe to be a novel three-dimensional (3D) phase unwrapping algorithm is proposed to unwrap
3D wrapped-phase volumes. It depends on a quality map to unwrap the most reliable voxels first and the
least reliable voxels last. The technique follows a discrete unwrapping path to perform the unwrapping
process. The performance of this techniquewas tested on both simulated and realwrapped-phasemaps. And
it is found to be robust and fast compared with other 3D phase unwrapping algorithms. © 2007 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes: 100.2650, 120.5050, 100.5070.
1. Introduction
Phase unwrapping has applications inmany advanced
imaging technologies such as optical interferometry,
satellite radar interferometry (SAR), and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), where the required data are
encoded in the form of a phase distribution. The mea-
sured phase is normally wrapped between the values
of  and . The wrapped phase is not usable until
these 2 phase discontinuities are removed, and this is
accomplished by using a phase unwrapping algorithm.
The actual procedure of resolving these phase jumps is
carried out by either adding or subtracting integer
multiples of 2 to all successive pixels after a phase
discontinuity has been encountered, based on some
kind of threshold mechanism.
During the last three decades, the field of two-
dimensional (2D) phase unwrapping has been studied
intensively and many journal papers have been pub-
lished. Numerous techniques have been proposed to
solve the phase unwrapping problem. These phase
unwrapping techniques can be generally classified
into three major categories: global error-minimization
methods, residue-balancingmethods, and quality-guided
algorithms. A thorough review of the 2D phase un-
wrapping problem has been presented in the book by
Ghiglia and Pritt [1].
The global error-minimization algorithms formulate
the unwrapping process in terms of the minimization
of a global function. All the algorithms in this class are
known to be robust but are also computationally in-
tensive. The Lp-norm and least-squares algorithms
are typical examples from this category [2,3].
Residue-balancing algorithms search for residues
in a wrapped-phase map and attempt to balance pos-
itive and negative residues by placing cut lines be-
tween them. The role of these cut lines is to create an
unwrapping barrier and prevent the unwrapping
path from going through them. The placement of a
particular set of cut lines for any given wrapped-
phase map is not unique, and they may be placed
in many different arrangements and orientations.
These algorithms are generally fast, but they are not
very robust [4,5].
Quality-guided algorithms depend on a quality
measure to guide the unwrapping path. The main
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idea of these algorithms is to unwrap the highest
quality pixels first and the lowest quality pixels last
to prevent error propagation during the unwrapping
process [6,7]. The success or failure of these algo-
rithms depends strongly on the production of a good
quality map. The quality map can be defined to be an
array of values that define the quality, or goodness, of
each pixel of the given wrapped-phase data. Many 2D
quality-guided algorithms have been proposed during
the last few decades, and most of these algorithms
tend to follow a continuous path while unwrapping
the phase map. These algorithms are generally com-
putationally efficient, and their robustness varies
from one algorithm to another. One quality-guided
algorithm that tends to unwrap the phase map fol-
lowing a discrete path was proposed by Herráez
et al. in 2002 [8]. This algorithm is very robust and
fast and has been used in constructing a robust
fringe pattern analysis system for human body
shape measurement [9].
Many applications produce 3D wrapped-phase vol-
umes, such as the noncontact measurement of dy-
namic objects, multitemporal SAR interferometric
measurements [10] and MRI [11]. A wrapped-phase
volume can be visualized as a number of consecutive
2Dwrapped-phasemaps. A 3D phase volume consists
of an array of voxels (a single element in the 3D
volume that is analogous to the pixel in 2D terms).
Each map can be unwrapped individually using a 2D
phase unwrapping algorithm [12], or alternatively,
the whole wrapped-phase volume can be unwrapped
at once by using a 3D phase unwrapping algorithm.
Today, 3D phase unwrapping algorithms are of
increasing interest in many applications. The 3D
phase unwrapping field is still a new area of research,
and only a few algorithms have been proposed so far.
In a similar manner to the development of 2D phase
unwrapping algorithms, 3D phase unwrapping tech-
niques are expected to follow one of the following
three approaches: a residue-balancing approach, a
quality-guided approach, or a global error-minimization
approach.
In 2001 Huntley proposed a 3D noise immune
phase unwrapping algorithm that extended the 2D
residue-balancing method into three dimensions [13].
In this method, all residues in the phase volume are
identified and connected together to form singularity
loops. These loops are then set as prohibited 3D bar-
rier surfaces during the unwrapping process through
which the unwrapping path must not cross, in a 3D
manner that is analogous to the use of cut lines in 2D
form. Huntley shows that there is only a single solu-
tion to form these singularity loops, which means
that a unique solution does exist. This is in contrast
to the 2D phase unwrapping algorithms where no
unique solution necessarily exists.
Cusack and Papadakis proposed another robust 3D
phase unwrapping algorithm that was used to un-
wrap MRI data [11]. This algorithm uses a quality
measurement to guide the final unwrapping path.
Many iterations have to be carried out in order to
complete the unwrapping of the whole phase volume,
as in each individual iteration only those voxels
whose quality exceeds a certain threshold are un-
wrapped. The unwrapping of the remaining voxels
is left to subsequent iterations, during which the
threshold value is gradually reduced until the un-
wrapping process is complete.
Jenkinson proposed another 3D phase unwrapping
algorithm, which tends to follow a global error-
minimization approach. This technique divides the
whole wrapped-phase volume into multiple regions.
These regions are chosen in such a way that each
region contains no phase wraps, i.e., the regions meet
at and border the phase wraps but each 3D region
must not contain a wrap. The individual regions are
treated as single units by the algorithm. A cost func-
tion, which calculates the difference in the phase val-
ues at the interface of adjacent regions, has to then be
minimized. When the cost between the two regions is
at a minimum, the two regions are merged together.
The process continues until only a single large region
is left. This method has been designed to process 2D
and 3D MRI data, but it can be extended to permit
the unwrapping of N-dimensional data [14].
In this paper, the authors propose what we believe
to be a novel 3D quality-guided phase unwrapping
algorithm. The technique relies upon a quality mea-
sure and follows a discrete unwrapping path, un-
wrapping the highest quality voxels first and the
lowest quality voxels last in order to prevent error
propagation. The proposed technique extends Her-
ráez’s 2D algorithm into three dimensions [8]. The
basic principle of the proposed technique has been
previously presented at least in outline and compared
with its 2D counterpart and other 3D algorithms
[15,16]. We seek to present the algorithm in a com-
plete and rigorous form and demonstrate its applica-
tion to simulated test data and real applications. This
algorithm is surprisingly robust, as we will demon-
strate.
In Section 2 the proposed algorithm will be ex-
plained in detail. Subsection 2.A explains how to
measure the quality of a voxel in the 3D phase vol-
ume, and Subsection 2.B explains how the unwrap-
ping path is determined. In Section 3, simulated and
real results are shown and are also compared with
the Huntley and Cusack algorithms in terms of ro-
bustness, reliability, and execution time.
2. Algorithm
In a similar manner to other quality-guided phase
unwrapping algorithms, two main issues will deter-
mine the behavior of the proposed algorithm: the
choice of the quality function that guides the unwrap-
ping path and the design of the unwrapping path that
minimizes error propagation during the unwrapping
procedure. These two main issues are discussed and
explained in the following subsections from the per-
spective of the proposed algorithm.
A. Three-Dimensional Quality Maps
Two-dimensional quality-guided phase unwrapping
algorithms use different criteria to determine the
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quality of each individual pixel in the phase map.
Quality maps that are based upon pseudocorrelation,
phase derivative variance, the maximum gradient,
and the second difference of the input wrapped phase,
are among the most well-known methods for produc-
ing 2D quality maps. These have been integrated into
many phase unwrapping algorithms and have pro-
duced very robust results [1].
The quality maps mentioned previously are here
extended into 3D form in order to suit the proposed
algorithm. The method for calculation of each quality
map in the 3D case is explained in Subsections 2.A.1–
2.A.4.
1. Three-Dimensional Pseudocorrelation Quality
Map
To calculate the 3D pseudocorrelation quality map
for a voxel, vm, n, l, in a phase volume, using a 3
 3  3 cube, the summation of cosines and sines of
the values of the voxel and its 26 neighbors are cal-
culated using the equation:
Qm,n,l
1
27   cosi,j,k2sini,j,k2
12, (1)
where m,n,l is the wrapped-phase value of the voxel
vm, n, l. i, j, k represent the neighbors’s indices of
the voxel vm, n, l in a 3  3  3 cube.
2. Three-Dimensional Phase Derivative Variance
Quality Map
The phase derivative variance measures the statisti-
cal variance of the phase derivative. Actually, the
phase derivative variance indicates a measure of the
badness rather than the goodness of the phase data.
The calculation of the phase derivative variance for a
voxel vm, n, l in the volume using a 3  3  3 cube
is defined by the equation:
Vm,n,l
1
27   i,j,kxi,j,kx
2
  i,j,kyi,j,ky2
  i,j,kzi,j,kz2, (2)
where x, y, and z are the wrapped-phase gradients
in the x, y, and z directions, respectively.x, y, and z
are the mean of the values in a 3  3  3 cube in x,
y, and z, respectively. i, j, k are neighbors’s indices
of the voxel vm, n, l in a 3  3  3 cube. x, y, and
z are 3D arrays, and each one has the same dimen-
sions as the wrapped-phase volume. These three ar-
rays are defined by Eq. (3):
i,j,k
xi1,j,ki,j,k,
i,j,k
yi,j1,ki,j,k,
i,j,k
zi,j,k1i,j,k, (3)
where  defines a wrapping operator that will wrap
all values of its argument into the range ,  by
adding or subtracting an integer number of 2 rad to
its argument, i.e., y  x is equivalent to y 
arctansinxcosx.
Finally, the quality of the voxel is defined to be
the reciprocal of the variance as described by the
equation:
Qm,n,l
1
Vm,n,l
. (4)
3. Three-Dimensional Maximum Gradient Quality
Map
The maximum phase gradient measures the magni-
tude of the largest phase gradient, i.e., the local
wrapped-phase difference. The maximum gradient of
the voxel vm, n, l can be calculated by finding the
maximum gradient of the voxel and its 26 neighbors
in the x, y, or z directions, as described in Eq. (5).
Similar to the case with the phase derivative vari-
ance quality map, the maximum gradient method
indicates the badness rather than the goodness of the
phase data, so the quality is calculated using the
reciprocal of the phase gradient:
Mm,n,lmaxmax	i,j,kx		, max	i,j,ky		, max	i,j,kz			.
(5)
4. Three-Dimensional Second Difference Quality
Map
To calculate the quality of a voxel using the second
difference algorithm, the second differences between
the voxel and its neighbors are first calculated using
the equation:
SDi,j,k
 H2i, j, kV2i, j, kN2i, j, k 
n1
10
Dn
2i, j, k,
(6)
Fig. 1. (Color online) Definition of the edges and their qualities.
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where
Hi, j, k
i 1, j, k
i, j, k

i, j, k
i 1, j, k,
Vi, j, k
i, j 1, k
i, j, k

i, j, k
i, j 1, k,
Ni, j, k
i, j, k 1
i, j, k

i, j, k
i, j, k 1,
D1i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k
i, j, k

i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k,
D2i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k
i, j, k

i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k,
D3i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k 1
i, j, k

i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k 1,
D4i, j, k
i, j 1, k 1
i, j, k

i, j, k
i, j 1, k 1,
D5i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k 1
i, j, k

i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k 1,
D6i, j, k
i 1, j, k 1
i, j, k

i, j, k
i 1, j, k 1,
D7i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k 1
i, j, k

i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k 1,
D8i, j, k
i 1, j, k 1
i, j, k

i, j, k
i 1, j, k 1,
D9i, j, k
i, j 1, k 1
i, j, k

i, j, k
i, j 1, k 1,
D10i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k 1
i, j, k

i, j, k
i 1, j 1, k 1.
(7)
H, V, and N are the horizontal, vertical, and normal
second differences, respectively. Dn is the nth diago-
nal second difference. The second difference also
gives a measure of the badness of each voxel, so the
quality of each voxel is given by the reciprocal of the
second difference value.
The second difference quality map can be calcu-
lated without the requirement for using the diagonal
differences. This reduces computational complexity,
Fig. 2. (Color online) Demonstration of the unwrapping path of the proposed algorithm.
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but it may also reduce the robustness of the algo-
rithm.
B. Unwrapping Path
Most quality-guided phase unwrapping algorithms
rely on the quality of the voxels themselves to guide
the unwrapping path. The unwrapping path for the
proposed algorithm relies upon the quality of the
edges as an intermediate stage, rather than relying
on the quality of the voxels.
An edge is an intersection of two voxels that are
connected in the x, y, or z directions. Edges can be
classified as vertical, horizontal, or normal edges as
shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, the voxels are re-
presented by circles, and the edges are represented
by squares. The quality of an edge is defined as the
summation of the individual quality values of the two
voxels that are connected together by the edge. This
is shown in Fig. 1, where the numbers inside the
circles represent values for individual voxel quality,
whereas the numbers inside the squares represent
quality values for edges. The proposed algorithm sets
the edge quality value to zero for an edge that con-
nects a border voxel with another voxel in the phase
volume.
In the proposed algorithm the unwrapping path is
determined by the quality values of the edges. The
definition of the unwrapping path is relatively sim-
ple. All the edges are stored in an array and sorted in
terms of their edge quality values. Those edges with
higher qualities are resolved first, in a manner that
will be explained later. The construction of the un-
wrapping path is similar to the discrete unwrapping
path described by Herráez et al. [8] but is extended
into three dimensions.
Figures 2(a)–2(f) illustrate the principle of the pro-
posed algorithm. The volume shown in Fig. 2(a) is a
wrapped-phase volume that needs to be unwrapped.
The edges’s quality values have already been sorted,
and their order is shown in the figure. The integer
numbers represent the processing order of the edges
in the sorted array. The edge that has the order 1 is
the one that had the largest quality value and will be
processed first, then the edge with the second-highest
quality value, denoted as having an integer order
value of 2 is processed next, and so on.
Initially all voxels are considered as not belonging
to any group, which is represented by the white cir-
cles in Fig. 2(a). Both voxels forming the edge with
order 1 in Fig. 2(a) are unwrapped first with respect
to each other, and both voxels are joined together to
form a single group, as illustrated in Fig 2(b). After
processing this edge, the algorithmwill search for the
next edge to be processed, which is the edge with
order 2 as shown in Fig. 2(b). Because both voxels
forming edge 2 do not belong to any group, they are
unwrapped with respect to each other and form a new
group as illustrated in Fig. 2(c).
The voxels forming the edge with order 3 in Fig. 2(c)
are to be processed during this stage. We can see that
Fig. 3. Results for the last frame t 99 of the simulated spherical object. (a)Wrapped phase, the unwrapped phase using the (b) flood-fill
algorithm, (c) Cusack algorithm, (d) Huntley algorithm, and (e) proposed algorithm.
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one of these voxels has its own group, but the other
voxel does not belong to any group. The ungrouped
voxel is unwrapped with respect to the grouped voxel,
and it is set to be a member of this group as shown in
Fig. 2(d).
Edge number 4 in Fig. 2(d) connects two grouped
voxels, so in this case the group of fewer members is
unwrapped with respect to the group with more mem-
bers, by either adding or subtracting multiple integers
of 2 to each voxel in the group. Then both groups
merge into a single group as illustrated in Fig. 2(e).
The algorithm will continue this process of form-
ing new groups, joining ungrouped voxels to the
other existing groups and merging groups together
until all of the voxels have been unwrapped and
become members of one large group. Figure 2(f)
shows the formation of new groups while the un-
wrapping process is being carried out. Note that
unwrapping a voxel or a group of voxels with re-
spect to another group may require the addition or
subtraction of multiples of 2.
The proposed algorithm can be summarized in the
following steps:
1. Determine the qualities of all voxels.
2. Calculate the horizontal, vertical, and normal edg-
es’s qualities and set the qualities of the edges that
are connected with the borders to zero in order to
be processed last.
3. Sort all of the edges according to their qualities in
descending order.
4. Unwrap voxels according to the edges qualities, so
that the voxels that form the highest quality edges
are unwrapped first according to the following
rules:
A. If both voxels do not belong to any group and
have not been unwrapped before, the voxels are
Fig. 4. Three-dimensional representation for the first frame
t  0 of the simulated steep surface object.
Fig. 5. Results for the first frame t  0 of the simulated steep surface object. (a) Wrapped phase, the unwrapped phase using the (b)
flood-fill algorithm, (c) Cusack algorithm, (d) Huntley algorithm, and (e) proposed algorithm.
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unwrapped with respect to each other and
gathered into a single group.
B. If one of the voxels has been processed before
and belongs to a group, but the other has not,
then the voxel that has not been processed be-
fore is unwrapped with respect to the other
voxels in the group and now joins this group.
C. If both voxels have been processed before and
both belong to different groups, then the two
groups are unwrapped with respect to each
other. The smaller group is unwrapped with
respect to the larger group. Then the two
groups are joined together to construct a single
group.
3. Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm, two sets of wrapped-phase volumes have
been used: computer-generated and real wrapped-
phase volumes. Both types of phase volumes have
been unwrapped using the proposed technique. The
results of this phase unwrapping algorithm are
then compared with other existing 3D phase un-
wrapping algorithms.
A. Computer Simulation Results
The proposed algorithm has been tested using many
simulated computer-generated objects. The results of
the proposed algorithm are compared with two well-
known 3D phase unwrapping algorithms. Both algo-
rithms are considered to be state of the art in 3D
phase unwrapping, and they have been used previ-
ously in many applications and have proven their
robustness and high performance in many applica-
tions. The first algorithm is the 3D phase unwrapping
algorithm proposed by Cusack and Papadakis, and it
is now in use for the efficient unwrapping of MRI
phase volumes [12]. The second comparative tech-
nique is the 3D noise immune phase unwrapping
algorithm proposed by Huntley [13].
The first computer-generated object is a simple
growing sphere whose radius is increasing with time,
i.e., with the frame number. The sphere grows from
the minimum to the maximum radius in 100 frames,
each frame consisting of 256  256 pixels. Then
Gaussian noise with zero mean and a standard devi-
ation of 0.75 is added to each frame of the 256 
256 100 volume. The whole volume is subsequently
wrapped between to  using the arctangent func-
tion and scaled between black and white for display
purposes. The color white represents the maximum
height of the object, and the color black represents its
minimum height.
Figure 3 shows the wrapped-phase and unwrapped-
phase maps for the last frame t  99 of this sphere.
As seen in the figure, the 3D flood-fill phase unwrap-
ping algorithm completely fails to unwrap this phase
volume, due to its high noise levels, as shown in
Fig 3(a). On the other hand, the proposed algorithm
and the Huntley algorithm successfully unwrap this
Fig. 6. Results for the last frame t  99 of the simulated steep surface object. (a) Wrapped phase, the unwrapped phase using the (b)
flood-fill algorithm, (c) Cusack algorithm, (d) Huntley algorithm, and (e) proposed algorithm.
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wrapped-phase volume and deliver excellent results,
as shown in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), respectively. Figure
3(c) shows the unwrapped-phase map for this frame
resulting from the use of the Cusack algorithm. The
Cusack algorithm gives a very good result but does
not perform as well as the Huntley algorithm and the
proposed algorithm.
The second simulated object is a complex surface
with steep sided features, whose height is increasing
with time, as described in Eq. (9). The object moves
from its minimum height to the maximum height in
100 frames, each frame again consisting of 256 
256 pixels:
zi,j,t 6.121 x12expx12 y1 12
 20.6
x15  x13 y15expx12 y12
 0.68expx1 12 y12 0.1x2 y2
 0.01t, (9)
where x1 and y1 are defined in the range of [3.5, 3.5]
and x2 and y2 are defined in the range [0, 255]. zi,j,t
is the height of the pixel i, j at time t (actually, t
represents the frame number). The height differ-
ence between two successive frames is 0.01 units. A
3D representation of this object at t  0 is shown
in Fig. 4.
Fig. 7. Effect of quality map on the unwrapping path for a simulated spherical object, (a) wrapped-phase map at frame number 75
t 75, unwrapped-phase map for the same frame resulting from using: (b) pseudocorrelation, (c) maximum gradient, (d) phase derivative
variance, (e) second difference using 26 neighbors, and (f) second difference using only six orthogonal neighbors.
Fig. 8. Results of frame 25 of the mannequin’s chest: (a) wrapped
phase, (b) unwrapped phase using the (b) Cusack algorithm, (c)
Huntley algorithm, and (d) proposed algorithm.
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Gaussian noise is added to the object’s 256  256
 100 frames as follows:
Noiseat frame tNoiseat frame t1 256
 256 Gaussian noisemean0,0.165.
Supposing that the noise at frame t  1 is equal to
zero, where  is the standard deviation of the noise
distribution. This means that for this example the
noise levels are not constant for each frame, as they
were in the previous case, but instead the noise in-
creases from a minimum in the first frame to a max-
imum level in the final frame of the sequence. The
whole volume is subsequently wrapped between the
values  to  using the arctangent function and
scaled between black and white for display purposes.
The color white represents the maximum height of
the object and the color black represents its minimum
height.
As shown in Fig. 5, all of the algorithms success-
fully unwrap the first frame t 0 where the noise is
minimum, except for the 3D flood-fill algorithm,
which completely fails due to the high noise levels
that exist in the phase map. The proposed algorithm
and the Cusack algorithm give very smooth results,
as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(e), respectively. The
Huntley algorithm gives the worst results for this
particular frame, and both the Cusack algorithm and
the proposed algorithm give better output.
As the amount of noise increases accumulatively
from frame to frame, unwrapping the higher frames
becomes very difficult. Figure 6 shows the results
from all algorithms at the final frame t  99, where
the noise is at a maximum. Figure 6(a) shows the
wrapped-phase map at this frame, clearly the
Fig. 9. Results for frames 0, 25, 35, and 49 of the RANDO dummy’s face shown in rows 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, (column a) represents
the wrapped-phase maps for these particular frames, the unwrapped-phase maps of these frames resulting from using the (column b)
Cusack algorithm, (column c) Huntley algorithm, and (column d) proposed algorithm.
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amount of noise in this frame is very large, and it will
undoubtedly be a very difficult image to unwrap. Fig-
ure 6(b) shows the results of the 3D flood-fill algo-
rithm. The unwrapped-phase map resulting from the
application of the Cusack algorithm is shown in Fig.
6(c). As shown in Fig. 6(c), the Cusack algorithm
completely fails in this frame, and the result was very
poor. Figure 6(d) shows the results of the Huntley 3D
noise immune technique. This algorithm succeeds in
unwrapping this frame and gives an excellent result.
The output of the proposed technique at this frame is
shown in Fig. 6(e). The proposed algorithm outper-
forms the Cusack algorithm, and indeed it gives a
good result for such a large level of noise. On the
other hand, it can easily be seen that the proposed
algorithm did not give as good a result as the 3D noise
immune algorithm, which illustrates the robustness
of the noise immune technique in noisy conditions.
Figures 5 and 6 show that the Huntley algorithm
was not capable of isolating all the noisy regions in
the wrapped phase volumes. Despite the fact that all
singularity loops have been identified, there are still
some errors propagate to affect less noisy regions as
seen in Fig. 5.
Choosing a different quality map leads the pro-
posed algorithm into a different unwrapping path
and gives different results. Figure 7 shows the effect
of choosing different quality maps when unwrapping
the spherical object that was described earlier. This
figure shows the unwrapped-phase maps of frame
number 75 t  75 taken from that wrapped-phase
volume. The results of pseudocorrelation, maximum
gradient, phase derivative variance, the second dif-
ference method using only six neighbors and the sec-
ond difference method using all 26 neighbors, are
shown in Fig. 7.
B. Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm has also been tested experi-
mentally in that it has been used to unwrap several 3D
wrapped-phase volumes that have resulted from the
analysis of real fringe patterns projected onto the sur-
face of dynamicallymoving objects. A video sequence of
the moving modulated fringe patterns was captured
over the measurement period for each object. This
video sequence was subsequently analyzed frame by
frame, using a 2DFourier fringe analysis algorithm, in
order to produce a stack of 2D wrapped-phase maps.
Note that the extraction of wrapped-phase has not
been optimized here and the wrapped-phase volumes
are presented merely as vehicles for the testing of the
unwrapping algorithm. This stack of 2D wrapped-
phase maps can then be considered to form a 3D
wrapped-phase volume, and it is this that has been
unwrapped using the proposed algorithm.
The practical application that the phase unwrap-
ping algorithm has been tested on is that of dynamic
human body measurement in radiotherapy treat-
ment. This is an exacting application of 3D measure-
ment technology, which requires accurate dynamic
measurements to be made in conditions that are far
from ideal.
We have used three wrapped-phase volumes to
show the performance of the proposed algorithm in
unwrapping real wrapped-phase volumes. The first
two examples are taken from experiments carried out
in the laboratory, simulating patient motion, and the
third example is from a real clinical setting. Each
Fig. 10. Three-dimensional view for the unwrapped-phase maps
for frame 49 of the RANDO dummy’s face using the (a) Cusack
algorithm, (b) Huntley algorithm, and (c) proposed algorithm.
Fig. 11. Three different frames of fringe patterns for a patient
undergoing radiotherapy treatment for breast cancer. (a) Frame 0,
(b) frame (15), and (c) frame (24).
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wrapped-phase volume consists of 50 frames with
512  512 pixels in each frame. The first wrapped-
phase volume has been obtained from analyzing the
chest–thorax region of a mannequin that has been
manually raised and lowered in the mid-sagittal
plane with a dorsal–ventral motion simulating respi-
ration. The second wrapped-phase volume has been
obtained by analyzing the face of a RANDOPhantom,
Fig. 12. Results showing a region from a female human thorax, taken from a real clinical patient undergoing treatment for breast cancer.
Wrapped-phase images of frames 0, 15, and 24 are shown in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The unwrapped-phase for those frames are shown
underneath, using the (d)–(f) Cusack algorithm, (g)–(i) Huntley algorithm, and (j)–(l) proposed algorithm.
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a synthetic human used in radiotherapy calibration,
undergoing similar manual motion in a laboratory
setting. The third and final wrapped-phase volume is
actual patient data acquired in a real medical clinical
trial in a radiotherapy treatment room, exhibiting
respiratory and ordinary levels of expected patient
movement for a patient who is actually undergoing
treatment for breast cancer.
Figure 8 shows frame number 25 of the manne-
quin’s chest. Figure 8(a) shows the wrapped-phase
map at that particular frame. The unwrapped-phase
maps for this frame resulting from the Cusack, the
Huntley, and the proposed algorithms are shown in
Figs. 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d), respectively. Clearly, all
algorithms successfully unwrap this wrapped-phase
volume and they give satisfactory results.
Figure 9 shows four different frames of thewrapped-
phase volume resulting frommeasuring the radiother-
apy RANDO Phantom dummy’s face. The first column
in the figure shows the wrapped-phase maps for
frames number 0, 25, 35, and 49, respectively. The
second column in the figure shows the unwrapped-
phase maps resulting from the Cusack algorithm. The
unwrapped-phase maps resulting from the Huntley
algorithm are shown in the third column. The final
column shows the results of the proposed algorithm.
Figure 9 shows that the proposed algorithm was
capable of unwrapping the unreliable regions last to
prevent error propagation. The Cusack and Huntley
algorithms create separate regions in unwrapping
the dummy’s face. These discontinuities in the un-
wrapped phase volume are the result of the failure of
both phase unwrapping algorithms. On the contrary,
the unwrapped-phase volume produced by the pro-
posed algorithm is smooth and does not contain any
discontinuities. Clearly, for this particular example
the proposed algorithm outperforms the other two
algorithms and successfully unwraps the volume
whereas the other algorithms failed. A 3D represen-
tation of the unwrapped-phase map for the last frame
is shown in Fig. 10.
Figure 11 shows frames 0, 15, and 24 taken from a
video sequence of a patient undergoing radiotherapy
treatment for breast cancer, displaying the real
source fringe patterns that are to be analyzed. The
patient has to be still during the treatment, so there
is not much difference in fringe patterns shown in the
figure. The top row of images presented in Fig. 12
shows the processed wrapped-phase maps corre-
sponding to the three fringe patterns shown in Fig.
11. The second row shows the unwrapping results
associated with these respective frames using the Cu-
sack algorithm. The third row shows similar results
for the Huntley algorithm and the bottom row for the
proposed algorithm. It can be seen that the Huntley
and Cusack algorithms failed again to unwrap this
volume successfully as they create discontinuous sur-
faces on the unwrapped-phase volume; it can also
been seen that the proposed algorithm outperforms
the existing algorithms for this example application
as it produce a smooth unwrapped phase volume
without discontinuities. This may be seen more
clearly in the 3D isometric plots for frame 24 as
shown in Fig. 13.
The proposed algorithm and the 3D noise immune
algorithm have been implemented using the C pro-
gramming language and compiled using an Intel 9.1
compiler. For comparison purposes, a precompiled
executable program for the Cusack algorithm was
obtained from Cusack himself. These algorithms
have been executed on a PC with a Pentium 4 pro-
cessor running at a 3.2 GHz clock speed. Thememory
of the PC is 4 Gbytes of RAM. The execution time of
the proposed algorithm varies from volume to volume
and depends on the particular phase distribution be-
ing analyzed. The execution times for simulated and
real volumes discussed earlier for each algorithm are
listed in Table 1.
Fig. 13. Three-dimensional view for the unwrapped-phase maps
for frame 24, showing a clinical patient’s breast using the (a)
Cusack algorithm, (b) Huntley algorithm, and (c) proposed algo-
rithm.
Table 1. Execution Times in Seconds for the Proposed Algorithm, the Cusack Algorithm, and the 3D Noise Immune Algorithm (Huntley Algorithm)
Object Size
Proposed
Algorithm
Huntley
Algorithm
Cusack
Algorithm
Simulated sphere 256  256  100 19.03 21.04 26.24
Simulated noisy surface 256  256  100 19.31 25.03 27.04
Mannequin’s chest 512  512  50 38.39 39.34 42.86
RANDO Dummy’s face 512  512  50 38.90 40.90 44.81
Real clinical patient 512  512  50 42.21 48.27 49.45
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4. Conclusion
A novel three-dimensional (3D) phase unwrapping
algorithm has been proposed. The proposed algo-
rithm has been demonstrated to be very robust and
computationally efficient. It relies upon a quality
measure to enable unwrapping of the highest quality
regions first and the lowest quality regions last, fol-
lowing a discrete unwrapping path.
The proposed algorithm was tested on both
computer-simulated and real wrapped-phase vol-
umes. It was found that it is capable of unwrapping
very noisy objects and producing good results with a
short associated computational time. The results of
the proposed algorithm were also compared with two
other state-of-the-art, robust, 3D phase unwrapping
algorithms; the first proposed by Huntley and the
second proposed by Cusack et al.
The advantages of the proposed algorithm can be
outlined as follows:
1. The proposed algorithm utilizes a quality map
to unwrap reliable regions first and leaves noisy re-
gions to be unwrapped last in order to prevent error
propagation. This is contrary to the Huntley algo-
rithm that assigns equal qualities to all voxels, which
may lead to error propagation.
2. The proposed algorithm does not rely on the
quality of the voxels; it relies on the quality of the
edges that connect two neighboring voxels. Depend-
ing upon edge quality to guide the unwrapping path
produces better results than relying on voxel quality.
3. The proposed algorithm follows discrete un-
wrapping paths to ensure the processing of the high-
est quality regions even if they are separated from
each other.
The authors acknowledge the kind assistance of
Rhodri Cusack for providing a precompiled version of
his phase unwrapping algorithm, which has indeed
greatly helped in the success of this work.
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